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Uptone UltraCap™ LPS-1 Power Unit  A mandatory upgrade for the Sonore microRendu
5 out of 5 by GuyDoms  Posted : 11 March 2017

“I recently received the Uptone LPS-1 as an upgrade from VortexBox to power my Sonore microRendu. I had 
been on the fence for a while, of the opinion that a power supply could not make THAT much of a difference. 
Yes, it can. This is one of those situations where one doesn't realise there was a problem, until it's gone. There 
are plenty of reviews of this on Head-Fi and ComputerAudiophile, so I won't repeat all that here. The key take-
away for me is CLARITY. A power supply won't 'add' sound quality per se, but by cleaning up the music it 
certainly gives the impression that it has. I have a fairly modest DAC, and the difference was quite profound. I 
am a bass player and I tend to listen to bass lines. The clearer music has not only given the music a greater 
rhythmic quality but I can now follow the chord tone harmonies much more easily. This applies to all other 
parts of the music as well. The detail is more obvious in all cases. A MANDATORY upgrade for any microRendu 
owner, in my opinion, and probably for other externally powered small devices.”

Audiostore Server  Audiostore server with ripping
5 out of 5 by Magnus Karlsson  Posted : 23 February 2017

“A very fine and good sounding server. A good or even better Roon server than sonic transporter. I use it with a
microRendu end. The ripped cds I've ripped so far sounds especially good in uncompressed flac. Easy job and 
bliss finds my covers. I got the version with more power good for upsampling to DSD in Roon, remains to be 
tested though. Thanks Martin for good support. Regards Magnus”

Vortexbox Mite  The mighty Mite.
5 out of 5 by Nigel Little  Posted : 15 January 2017

“I have just replaced a five and a half year old VB appliance with a Mite with 60gb SSD and a 500GB hard 
drive. Martin as always has been brilliant. His patience in going through the options makes it such a pleasure 
to do business and as a returning customer I can wholeheartedly recommend. The Mite is faster, quieter and 
sounds even better that the VB appliance that has served me so well. Its performance simply belies its size. As 
most of my albums have already been ripped this made sense. To be fair I have ripped some albums with an 
external drive and it was so straightforward I don't know why I had any reservations. I run two Naim Streamers
from it a Superuniti and a Qute using the N-stream app via an I-pad.Both seam to run effortlessly. The Nova 
software is a dream to use,finds the artwork and just gets on with it. If you want an amazingly compact music 
server that you can use with a network streamer or straight into a DAC check this out. You will not be 
disappointed.For its money prepare to be amazed.”

VB MicroServer Plus  Does what it says on the tin!
5 out of 5 by Donald MacNeill  Posted : 13 December 2016

“I'd had an older vortexbox, and wanted to upgrade. Martin was happy to guide me through that process, and 
I'm delighted with the support offered. He's also been very helpful with a couple of minor questions afterwards 
- can't fault the support at all. The box itself is doing just what it was designed to do - for me, running Logitech 
Media Server, and a family of up to 10 'squeezeboxes'. I also know the box is much more capable than what 
I'm asking it to do. I wouldn't hesitate to deal with Martin/Vortexbox UK in future.”

Sonore microRendu  Excellent product
5 out of 5 by Quint V  Posted : 05 October 2016

“Had the product up and running with Roon in 5 minutes after arrival. Just plugged it on my Schiit Yggy dac 
with the USB adapter VortexBOX was so kind to provide for free and started the Roonready app on the 
webpage. A sonic delight, even cold out of the box. Very detailed, natural and relaxed sound. Using it with a 
Sbooster BOBW P&P ECO (9V as I had that lying around). Don't be fooled by the somewhat underwhelming 
looks of the product and its packaging, this is really a high-end product.”

Sonore microRendu  Excellent
5 out of 5 by Blaine Tatum  Posted : 01 September 2016

“I've been running the MicroRendu into my Chord Hugo for the past month or so. Listening has been via Naim 
NAP250 + Kudos C30s and also B&W P7 headphones. I've tried a few different sources with the Hugo, including
a Mac Mini and an optimised PC. To my ears the MicroRendu is the best source so far. The sound is highly 
engaging - detailed without being fatiguing. There's also been a noticeable improvement in the soundstage as 
the unit has worn in. Setup was very straightforward. MicroRendu found my Synology server easily and 
there've been no dropouts from streaming 24/192 and DSD files across the network (DLNA). Lastly, it's the first
purchase I've made from Vortexbox. Delivery was prompt and support (email & phone) has been excellent.”

Sonore microRendu  Smashing little bit of kit
5 out of 5 by Matthew Clegg  Posted : 21 August 2016

“I got the sonore micro rendu on hearing all the reviews. I have to say that I'm impressed. Even feeding into 
my mid range system the improvements are really obvious bass seems tighter and the listening fatigue is a 
thing of the past. It doesn't look much but this is a smart bit of kit.”
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VB MicroServer Plus  VB Mini with Roon Server
5 out of 5 by Lee Newton  Posted : 08 August 2016

“Firstly I'd like to thank Martin for his outstanding help and support. I now have a fully functioning VB mini with
SSD & Roon Server set-up, along with an external CD drive. I purchased the VB Mini with 2TB capacity. This 
arrived and was installed and up and running within minutes. Unfortunately after a few days of ripping my 
CD's, the VB stopped being seen on the network. On inspection via remote terminal, it seem to have crashed. 
Contacted Martin and sent VB back. Seems I corrupted the O/S. Martin rebuilt O/s, replaced power supply (as a 
just in case) and returned machine. Received refreshed VB and started with CD ripping again,but after 35 CD's 
same issue again. I noticed that it was the same CD that I was ripping that cause the initial its so once again 
contacted Martin and machine sent back. Martin gave me a bell one evening to discuss the situation re: my 
current equipment, what I was trying to do etc, and Martin said he would go away and think about what my 
best options where for the VB. This turned out to be a new VB Microserver Plus, which wasn't around when I 
purchased the VB mini, so t's replacing the VB mini. This gave me a 1TB SSD with faster CPU to support Roon 
Server and I added an external CD drive as an after thought. All in all Martin has provided an excellent service 
and support and has catered to and understood my requirements, even though I thought I had done my 
research. It's nice to know that you can reply on the support of the supplier at anytime of the day or night it 
seems .i.e exchanging emails late evening.”

Sonore microRendu - The best £590 I've spent on HiFi ever!
5 out of 5 by Paul Barrow  Posted : 26 July 2016

“My system - Roon Core on a 27" iMac 3.2GHz i5 (current spec) - QNAP NAS - SONORE microRendu - Chord 
2Qute - Naim NAC-N 272 - Naim NAP 250DR - ATC SCM 40 (current version) Although still early days, I sat down
for a proper listen last night having run the microRendu for a solid 48hrs. My initial impression was excellent 
and there appeared to be significant extra depth and detail to the music. After an hour or so I switched back to
using the streaming side of my Naim NAC-N 272 and immediately the sound appeared flat, somewhat lifeless 
and rather 2 dimensional. I have to say I was very surprised at the difference as previously I considered the 
272 excellent. I guess it still is but for me the Roon - microRendu - Chord 2Qute combination via the 272's 
preamp is a very significant step up. My initial comments are based on using the 7v switching PSU that came 
with the microRendu. I understand from various forums that upgrading the PSU can make a profound 
difference so that's for the future but bodes well. Thanks Martin for the excellent service!”

VB Multistream  Great System
5 out of 5 by James McDonald  Posted : 30 May 2016

“Looks good and works very well. I have the new Nova software and everything was up and running within a 
few minutes. With a Chord 2Qute driven directly by USB my CDs sound better than ever and the integration of 
Internet Radio is far better than I expected.”

VB Nano  Vortexbox Nano System
5 out of 5 by Mike Jones  Posted : 07 May 2016

“A very nice and extremely compact system. Works very well and only took a couple of minutes to set-up. 
Connected to my USB DAC this does everything that a streamer would do with the added advantage of ripping 
my CDs. The Control App (Orange Squeeze) is very easy to use. Received my system in Germany a few days 
after ordering from this site.”

VB Mini Appliance, media streamer  Essential just buy one !
5 out of 5 by Martin Jackson  Posted : 05 April 2016

“I bought one to replace a Nas drive/ Twonky media nightmare ( don't ask ). I use it connected by optical cable 
to A Naim Unitiqute. it works better than the Naim Ever did, no delays and better sound quality, plus it leaves 
my network free for other things . The only thing you need to know is that it improves the sound quality of 
ripped cd's, immensely , i also bought a Net dac. which is also superb. Martin was very helpful,with all 
enquiries.... Honestly Just buy one.”

VB MicroServer  Exactly what I wanted
5 out of 5 by Paul Mullen  Posted : 14 March 2016

“When I wanted to start streaming music, I discovered the world of NAS devices but everything seemed very 
expensive & complicated. I am not a computer whizz so it was quite intimidating Can't remember where but I 
then read on the 'net about Vortexbox and it seemed more simple (and less expensive) I got this VB product 
and it does exactly what I need. I have got all my (extensive) music collection in lossless format stored on it ( a
1 TB box) and I stream it easily to Sonos or to Naim Uniti However, what I like about Vortexbox UK is that you 
can just ring them and explain what you want and they will give you great advice with no sales pressure or 
technospeak . Also, if you have any aftersales questions, they're just a phone call away, so helpful & friendly 
Great products, great service, thanks!”
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VortexBox Lux  Vortex box Lix
5 out of 5 by Tim Lloyd  Posted : 15 February 2016

“Needed to replace high end CD Transport . Vortex box Lux Is excellent sonically as a digital source paired 
with an audiomeca elixir DAC in a Linn Aktiv System. Martin was extremely helpful with the setup. Runs my 
Spotify premium account. All I need to now is invest in a Chord DAC.”

VortexBox MiniCube  Best piece of kit I have, and exemplary customer service!
5 out of 5 by Mark  Posted : 17 January 2016

“I originally bought a Vortexbox minicube in June 2013 and ripped all of our CDs (~800) to the internal 
(standard) hard drive, and have downloaded various albums since then. We have a few Sonos speakers 
(Play:1 and Play:3) and the investment in the Vortexbox and Sonos speakers is the best money I have ever 
spent. To be able to snatch a few minutes here and there listening to favourite tracks in-between bringing up 
two young children is priceless! In June 2015 the hard drive started playing up so, with Martin's (@Vortexbox) 
help I sent the unit back and upgraded to an SSD drive. The service I received was absolutely first class, and I 
continue to be delighted with the Vortexbox and would buy another without any hesitation.”

VB MicroServer 2  VB Microserver 2 - Taking the Digital Plunge
5 out of 5 by Peter Dean  Posted : 07 January 2016

“Having prevaricated for months over the move to lossless digital, I finally took the plunge after transferring 
all my CDs to the FLAC format. Having done so, and preferring to rip the CDs myself, I didn't need a CD ripper 
and the MicroServer seemed ideal. I've had the product for a couple of months and so far it's worked 
flawlessly. After speaking to Martin, I decided to go for this and the IFI Nano DAC to feed into my existing 
amplifier rather than go for an expensive alternative like the Naim Uniti solutions. The combination sounds 
fantastic and Martin's advice saved me a shed load of money. Of course, the whole thing sounds so good I am 
already thinking about upgrading the DAC and my amplifier! But the Vortexbox / DAC combination is a great 
way into a network capable digital setup and to me is excellent value for money. Super support from Martin as
well.”

VortexBox MiniCube  Fantastic product and exemplary service
5 out of 5 by James  

“I've just bought the MiniCube with 1TB. Having only recently discovered VortexBox as a system I was very 
interested to see these products. Martin was incredibly helpful both before and after my purchase to make 
sure I had my system running perfectly. This company and its products are highly recommended and you will 
struggle to find better products or service anywhere else. That's a promise!”

VB Prestige  Vortexbox Prestige
5 out of 5 by Vic Sowerbutts 

“Easy to set up and operate.Looks superb and sounds fantastic. Thanks Martin for all your help”

VB MicroServer Plus  Addendum ,error correction About my set up
5 out of 5 by Thaya

“My setup is Sonos play 5*2, Sonos connect*1, Naim uniti 2 , and various laptops, pc's running windows 
7&10 ,Apple Mac, Linux, IPads , IPhones all work perfectly so far. Used for 3 days after setting up in about 1 
hour but it will work straight out of the box in a simpler set up. Spotify, tuneup premium all work well”

VB MicroServer Plus  Brilliant Product & Excellent Service
5 out of 5 by Thaya  

“It seems to do all it claims so far in Audio. I have not used it for ripping Discs or for video streaming so can't 
comment on that. I use DB power amp on a PC for ripping cd. Martin at Vortexbox UK was extremely helpful 
in helping me to choose the product and configuring it. He spent nearly 2 hours with me in explains and 
showing me the workings(by prior appointment). He answered subsequent queries promptly and in detail. He
is a real enthusiast and very knowledgeable.I would strongly recommend anyone buying a product to spend 
some time doing a shortlist of your needs and then discuss with Martin or visit him if you need. He will help 
you choose the right product and configure it. Value for money? I would have been happy paying twice the 
amount for the service, configuration and help in buying the right product. My set up : so is play 5*2; songs 
connect*1; Naim uniti 2; Yamaha AV amp. All work without a glitch with the mini server.”
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VB Prestige Vb Prestige
5 out of 5 by PolVirlogeux

“Excellent product , easy to set up , even for someone , just like me , quite reluctant to use computer audio . 
The quality of sound is really amazing , almost as good as my 8000 euro cd player !!! Please note that I 
added a Teddy Pardo power supply which is another valuable step forward . Thanks again Martin for your 
precious help !!!”

VB Mini Appliance, media streamer  Excellent Service
5 out of 5 by Stephen

“I have now had this machine for some months and must say that the whole experience has been excellent. 
Martins hand holding in the early days was superb and made the set up process very simple. Since then the 
machine has performed very well and with the squeezebox software on a nexus tablet has been a seamless 
process. Excellent value for money, excellent service, simple to use.”

VB Prestige  prestige
4 out of 5 by tom 

“Great product. Beautifully made. Sounds good, easy to use. Tom”

VortexBox Premium  Un formidable appareil Hi-f
5 out of 5 by Philippe

“Fin décembre 2014 après avoir regardé un tas d'appareils avec les mêmes possibilités, je me suis 
finalement décidé pour acheter une VortexBox Premium avec 4TB d'espace. Mon choix c'est porté sur cet 
appareil car au regard de ses possibilités il n'y a rein d'équivalent chez la concurrence à prix égal! Après 
plusieurs Explications avec la société, à vrais dire avec Martin (encore un tout grand merci à toi pour ton 
temps et ta patience) nous avons finalisé la commende de ma VB avec les différentes options dont j'avais 
besoin pour l'insérer dans mon installation. Ma VB est branchée sur un Dac Aune S16 et raccordée sur un 
amplificateur Musical Fidelity M6si avec des haut-parleurs Kef Q900. Pour le fonctionnement de la VB j'ai 
simplement installé l'application Ipeng sur un IPad et le tour est joué. Quel plaisir et quelle facilité 
d'utilisation, il suffit d'insérer un CD de votre collection et la VB fait le reste! Un réel plaisir de retrouver tous 
vos CD en un simple glissement de doigt et avec une qualité de son vraiment très très bonne. La VB 
fonctionne sans être trop bruyante et ne chauffe pratiquement pas. Depuis j'en ai même profité pour prendre
un abonnement à "Qobus" et là également un vrai plaisir avec cette VB. De plus et ce n'est pas négligeable, 
à chaque hésitation sur une utilisation, un petit Mail à Martin, et vous avez la réponse à vos incertitudes. Que
du bonheur.”

VortexBox Lux  Superb kit...
5 out of 5 by John Cheadle

“My thanks to Martin for all the help and support on this unit. I bought mine some time ago and it has 
performed faultlessly. Mine has an optical SP/DIF output. This is piped into my Vertex AQ Aletheia DAC. I use 
my ipad or iphone with iPeng to control things. Everything works as it should and the sound quality is just 
excellent, fatigue free, I can listen for hours just enjoying the music. Thanks Martin.”

VortexBox Lux  Box that works straight out of the box
5 out of 5 by Roger Jeffs, Norway

“A lot of products claim to be user-friendly, but I think that this is the first device I have ever owned that 
actually is literally plug and play. I unpacked the VB, plugged it into the mains using the supplied lead, 
connected it to ethernet using the supplied lead. I then turned it on and inserted a few CDs (one at time). 
Within minutes (yes minutes) I was able to view and play several CD's on my Naim UnitiQute, with great 
sound quality, complete information and album art. It looks good, it stays cool and makes no sound. It comes 
with a choice of Logitech and Minim media servers, both of which are excellent and work perfectly with the 
Naim-app. Bliss enables me to edit titles and add tags like composer and orchestra without having to sit 
down at a computer. I can do it all right in my listening room using the same iPad that I use to control the 
Naim-app. The ripping mode is set up to organize the media library in a way that is suitable for both classical 
music and pop. Anyone who has tried to make their collection of orchestral and chamber music fit into the 
ubiquitous artist/album hierarchy will know the value of this approach. In addition, Martin was very helpful 
with objective advice as to which product that suited my needs. I got exactly what I needed at the right price.
I keep thinking there must be catch, but this thing just works!”
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VortexBox Lux  Re-discover your CDs
5 out of 5 by Simon Green

“I wanted to re-rip my CD collection into flac, and on my Mac this seemed to be a headache so I was looking 
for something to I wanted to automate the process. This answered the question, but what was a massive 
bonus was its potential as a player, which I hadn't really considered until I spoke to Martin to try to decide 
which unit to buy. I have hooked the Lux up to my Arcam rDac and it sounds great. I think I prefer it to my 
Rega Planet 2000 CDP which has served me well for the last 14 years. Great product, looks good. Great 
support before and after purchase.”

VB MicroServer 2  Upgrade From VB Classic to VB MicroServer
5 out of 5 by Ainsley Hayes

“I had previously purchased a VB Classic which I found to be excellent. My original setup consisted of the VB 
Classic paired to a Logitech Squeezebox Touch, and a Music Fidelity M1DAC. After much use I encountered 
some issues when I tried to update the VB software, so returned it to Vortexbox UK for their attention. Martin 
got my VB Classic working promptly, however I had subsequently decided to look at the possible options. 
Martin was very patient and helpful. He listened to my requirements and nothing seemed too much trouble. 
This was particularly important to me as I have since moved to the other side of the world. The VB 
MicroServer option was suggested to me, particularly as I have ripped my music already. I must admit that I 
had not even considered the VB MicroServer but it did seem to tick all my boxes. Martin tailored the VB to my
requirements. He also advised to remove the Squeezebox Touch from the equation, and use an iPod 
Touch/iPhone for the control. The VB MicroServer arrived carefully packaged, and all has been fantastic. I had 
a few CDs that required ripping, but this is simply done via a USB CD player. The MicroServer is silent, takes 
up very little space; and sounds even better than my VB Classic did. I would highly recommend the VB 
MicroServer to anyone, and even more so the A1 customer service that Martin provides. Many thanks!”

VortexBox Lux  Great product, tremendous sound.
5 out of 5 by Peter Stephen

“After a lot of head scratching over the options available on the market, I finally plumped for Vortexbox. The 
store helped to select the best model in an appreciably objective way. The box is a neat, unobtrusive unit 
which would sit nicely with any hi-fi set up, if that's important to you. The box and rear connections have a 
solid good quality feel, and it runs almost soundlessly. Eveb after it's been on for hours it is still cool to touch. 
Downloading is easy, prompt and smooth, so the prospect of digitising a large number of CDs is not daunting 
after all. The playback quality is tremendous, especially using the USB/asych connection from Vbox to amp, 
and I would defy anyone to claim otherwise. I had some issues with wireless connectivity, and would 
recommend connecting the Vbox directly to the router, but a pair network plugs does the trick, and anyway 
this is not the Vbox's fault. Martin was a great help getting me up and running. I would strongly recommend 
this product to anyone wanting ease of use and great playback sound quality. If, like me, you're not a whizz at
these things don't be put off, as the Vbox is simplicity itself and there is a lot of help available on this site and
the user forum if you get frustrated. Martin deserves great credit for his patient and enthusiastic support.”

VB Mini Appliance, media streamer  all in one solution
5 out of 5 by Roberto Amling

“I ordered a Vortexbox mini 1TB after talking to Martin on the phone. I needed a one box solution for all my 
digital music files including DSD files. I choose the mini because the form factor matches my Cyrus amp and 
beeing a fanless design suited my needs in that regard. after recieving the Vortexbox, setup was breeze, I 
am familiar with the Squeezebox Server and i have controll aps on my iPad. the box was easily recognized in 
my network and I transfered my music library. My dac that plays DSD files and DXD and even if 99% of my 
files are PCM flac files, compatibilty was important. I was amazed that even DSD 128 played fine. then i 
started trying to fiddle with the settings in the GUI and kind of messed up the network settings, but Martin 
was cool as a cucumber pointing me in the right direction and even me having no knowledge of Linux 
commands, the issue was fixed in minutes. So i have a product that does exactly what i need, its dead silent, 
plays all my files and the guy who sold it knows his stuff and is very helpfull. Thanks!”

VortexBox Lux - Vortexbox Lux with S/PDIF output
5 out of 5 by Martin

“The Vortexbox Lux with hybrid SSD/hard disk is a very smart looking product. It is very quick to index newly 
ripped CDs and offer them in the Squeezelite player. Martin tested the S/PDIF worked with a wide range of 
DACs before shipping the Vortexbox as I had not decided which serious HiFi DAC to buy; his effort was really 
appreciated.”

VB Mini Appliance, media streamer  Great product,great service,great price
5 out of 5 by Steve

“I've been using a DIY version of the Vortexbox for some time and only recently decided to vortexbox Mini 
2014 version. The unit arrived quickly and was well packaged. Some are wary of buying into linux based 
media servers as they presume it will be complex to set up and maintain. This is not the case with the 
Vortexbox. It took me 5 mins to set up and I was then listening to IPlayer,Spotify and even Qobuz using the 
IPeng remote from the Apple App Store. I use the unit into th Dragonfly dac. The Vortexbox found the dac 
immediately and there was not requirement to add software. If there had been, then the Vortexbox User 
forum is very responsive to any issues the user may have. The Vortexbox Mini is an excellent device that 
makes me smile every time I use it. It is superb value for money and continues to get even better with each 
update.I would recommend it wholeheartedly to those who look this way. Steve”
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VortexBox Lux  Chord Hugo with Vortexbox LUX
5 out of 5 by Martin 

“This model works great with the Chord Hugo DAC and sounds suberb. Set up was easy, just plugged the DAC
in via the supplied USB cable to the high definition input on the Chord, the DAC apeared under the configure 
player menu on the vortexbox, I pressed update and that what it.”

VB MicroServer Plus  Excellent Music Play & Storage
5 out of 5 by John Langley  

“I am delighted with my VB Microserver Silent SSD, it is straight forward to set up and easy to load with 
ripped music files. It is easy to operate on my Samsung Tablet with a down loaded music play app. and 
delivers the music to my Dac in a straight forward trouble free way. I can now run my music files 24/7, totally
independently of my PC. Interestingly, the sound of my music has improved now my music files are being 
delivered free of all the workings of the PC.”

VortexBox Lux  An Excellent Device
5 out of 5 by Nick Scotchmer 

“The Vortexbox Lux worked really well right out of the box and is straightforward to use and control. The 
advice provided by Martin was excellent. I have paired the VB with a good quality DAC and together they 
produce a tremendous listening experience. I strongly recommend this product if you are looking to move to 
a server-based home audio system.”

VortexBox Lux  VortexBox 1Tb Lux
5 out of 5 by Chris W  Posted  

“I have used a WD NAS for a few years and it has been temperamental to say the least, so after much 
thought I replaced it with a VortexBox Lux. It has restored my faith in this technology. Out of the box it just 
works, and with the aid of only the instructions I got easy access to it through the Browser GUI and was able 
to set one or two things that I needed changing, everything else was done to my requirements from the 
factory, and bingo, off we went. Ripping CDs, moving files from other devices, the Naim SuperUniti just found 
everything and played it, and it sits on the equipment rack, looks good, works silently, and does it's thing. I 
cannot recommend these things highly enough, and the support from the Company is superb, and at 25% 
the cost of a UnitiServe, must be the bargain of the century. Thanks to all at VortexBox.”

VB Prestige  Service Follow Up
5 out of 5 by Roddy Elder

“Not only is the Vortexbox a great product but the service from Vortexbox UK is amazing. New years eve, 
updating my system (in Hungary) remotely from the UK. Star performance.”

VB MicroServer 2  VB Microserver
5 out of 5 by Bill Scriven

“I have now had this little beauty for about a month. I used to have a vortexbox appliance connected to a 
squeezebox and loved it. Unfortunately I kept the vortex box in a very dusty location and it over heated. I 
contacted Martin and it was great to be able to talk to an honest enthusiast. He must have spent over half an
hour listening to my requirements and advised me to sell the Squeezebox and go for the Microserver with a 
DAC. He gave me fantastic advice, copied my music from the appliance onto the VB Microserver and set it all
up for me. It worked straight out of the box and sound even better than my previous system. Martin provides 
the kind of service that we are all looking for. Thank You very much!”

VortexBox Lux  Stunning Product and Support
5 out of 5 by Jason Tisdall

“I have been looking for a while for a good solution that met a number of needs: - music streaming - NAS - 
low energy for 24/7 This product has it all. It arrived and just worked. On top of that the support is excellent 
with useful suggestions and interested help. I am delighted.”
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VortexBox Premium  VortexBox Premiun
5 out of 5 by Nick Blight

“I bought the Premium back in July 2013 I went for the Premium because it was a standard 19” size box to fit 
in with everything else ,the box looks great !! I had been looking for a system to rip/store all of my music and
would playback at CD quality, my setup is a Cambridge Audio NP30 through a Azur 840a to a pair of B&W 
CM9’s The software is very easy to use and you can add and delete files easily as I have added files through 
my computer ,and have also been able to add missing artwork The sound quality is excellent and it plays 
gapless tracks as if it were the original CD I use either my i-phone or i-pad to control the music it is so easy to
play any tracks or whole albums Have not had any problems with playing tracks even when the NP30 was 
only connected on the wi-fi (have since hardwired everything) My only criticize is on the backup side, would 
have liked a remote network drive option instead of USB only I have used a piece of software called Allway 
sync to backup my library onto a nas drive Would and have recommend this kit,after care is also excellent 
questions answered very quickly”

VB Essential  What a joy!
5 out of 5 by Michael

“If you think that customer service is dead in the UK, think Vortexbox, think Martin. Martin is a man with a 
mission and a passion. A mission to ensure that you get the best possible service when it comes to selecting 
and buying a CD ripper/NAS; and a passion in what he sells. I came across Vortexboxuk by chance as I was 
trying to replace an existing one from another manufacturer - problems with connectivity and appalling after 
sales service. It was effortless with Martin as you can hear from his voice on the phone that nothing is too 
difficult. He spend a good 30 minutes on the phone with me and guided me through all the different 
Vortexboxes available, and recommended me the cheapest option in the end! What a guy. He even spend 
another good 20 - 25 min on the phone with me when my Vortexbox arrived (next day service, of course) to 
help set it up. The whole experience was seamless and I'm a very happy man once again as I can stream my 
music effortlessly. Also, the software is a lot more stable than my old system. Thank you, Martin!”

VB Service / Upgrade  Excellent Service
5 out of 5 by Chris E

“My 2.5 year old vortexbox appliance had shut down unexpectedly. Clearly out of Warranty I feared having to
pay for a new unit, however this was investigated and for a fraction of the new cost a new fan & the software 
were installed. Martin kept me informed throughout the process, including receipt & despatch. Result, a VBA 
in excellent order and I can thoroughly recommend this service. Probably worth doing for older appliances 
even if there are no immediate problems.”

VortexBox Compact  VortexBox Compact
5 out of 5 by Gary

“Two words can really sum up the review of the product and service provided - Absolutely Superb!!! Simply 
put from the first point of enquiry, to the "rushing through" of my compact communication has been timely 
and helpful. Absolutely everything has been completed / carried out as discussed with Martin - spot on 
customer service with out of hours advice available. The product itself is very well built, looks really sleek 
and works like a charm - this is so so so easy to set up and use - really glad i went for this with my SBT set 
up. Heartily recommend this particular product and the service as well - SPOT ON!!!”

VB MicroServer 2  VB Microserver
5 out of 5 by Mike

“I was very impressed with this server, worked straight out of the box and has improved my Duets perfectly. 
The system just runs. Wished I had found this years ago.I bought the USB DVD drive to rip and all works 
smoothly. Martin is very helpful...Excellent”

VortexBox Compact  VortexBox Compact
5 out of 5 by Andrew Barker

“I took a long time looking into all the options and companies for ripping my music collection and finally 
decided upon the Compact. This was in no small part due to the advice and support from Martin at 
Vortexbox.I am extremely pleased with both the quality and ease of use of the unit which matchs my Cyrus 
kit perfectly.”

VortexBox Cube  Excellent system
5 out of 5 by Gerd

“I bought this system a couple of months ago, and have since then been rediscovering a lot of my CDs. I use 
it through a squeezebox and also directly from the onboard audio, which is to my ears of very high quality (to
me an USB DAC did not make a difference in qulity). Customer service has been very responsive, and a 
hardware problem was fixed swiftly and efficiently. Highly recommended!”



Audiostore Customer Reviews

VortexBox Lux SSD Silent  Vortexbox Lux
5 out of 5 by Philip

“Bought one of these after much deliberation and discussion with Martin who was absolutely brilliant. I 
wanted a system to rip/store my cd's and playback through my Naim Uniti hi-fi and this has proved more 
than capable of the task. Ripping is so straightforward it is unbelievable and the playback is delightful. It 
is,for the most part, absolutely silent save for some noise whilst ripping which is quite acceptable. All in all I 
have been more than satisfied with my purchase and can now just sit back and listen to my music using my I-
Pad as a controller. It can't get much better than this !”

VB Prestige  Game Change
5 out of 5 by Roddy Elder

“I use the prestige along with a Squeezebox with DAC/DAC power supply in a Naim Audio/Linn hifi system. 
This set up has completely changed my view of digital music. I was a late adopter of cd and didnt buy a really
good cd player for many years as the cds never really hit the mark like vinyl. It is interesting now that in 
these days of vinyl renaissance I have found something that closes the gap between good analogue and 
digital considerably. FLAC files seem to have more detail than the cds (through the cd player) while 
demonstating fabulous timing and dance-abilily. This is no small deal. The cd player that I have is the original
Naim CD5 with power supply which, taken together is more expensive than the 2 TB prestige plus SB plus 
DAC. The prestige finish and function are superb and it sits nicely into a good quality hifi system without 
looking like a piece of computer equipment. The help provided by Martin during set up of the system was 
fantastic. The only mistake I made was I bought only a 2TB model. I am also using it to rip and store movies 
(my tv can access the movies from the VB wirelessly). I should have got the 4 TB version and I would 
recommend anybody to go big. Returning to the main deal (music). I am listening to music that I haven't 
heard for ages, it sounds great, it is convenient to use, and the finish is of the highest order. Love it and fully 
recommend it. Roddy Elder”

VB Mini Appliance, media streamer  Value for money
5 out of 5 by Will McGregor

“Having settled on Vortexbox a while ago - my hardest decision was which model. Other then asthetics I 
could not really see what the premium products give over the standard ones and this device was perfect. 
Stand it vertically on a bookshelf and just pop in CD as you buy them - very easy. Admittedly i had a couple 
of network issues initially and took a few reboots and cable swaps to get it on the network - but after that it 
has been fine. Downloading the free FING app for iphone/ipod or android was very useful in resolving this - 
but these issues are as likely to be your own network topology as opposed to a Vortexbox issue. I am using 
Sonos and this works fine. I cannot more highly recommend the support I received - phone calls to help out 
late Friday night when i was expecting to wait until Monday. I guess the end of the day though - as good as 
the product is - the market is still limited - you need some Knowledge. I could in all truth not recommend it to
my parents for example - would be too techy for them - they should buy a Brennan. I know this would be too 
much for some people. But for flexability, future options and value for money it's hard to beat this.”

VB Essential  Vortexbox Essential
5 out of 5 by Matti

“Great product and great service. The unit works flawlessly and it arrived to me here in Finland fast and safe.
I use my VortexBox with Squeezebox Duo and with external USB dac. Sound quality is superb. While ripping 
my CD's to VortexBox I've re-discovered some great music from my collection. VorteBox has really made me 
listen to more music and for that I am very grateful. Thank you.”

VB PICO  Pico

5 out of 5 by Rich Jewels

“I purchased a Pico in June 2012 and have been absolutely delighted with it. I contacted VB UK prior to 
purchase for advice and they really couldn't have been any more helpful or friendlier, at no point did i feel 
like i was being sold something and i ended up being recommended something that was cheaper than i 
enquired about - as VBUK felt it suited my needs better! The Pico was delivered ahead of schedule and has 
been an absolute joy to use. It has worked flawlessly and any VBUK have been on hand to offer help and 
advice whenever required. If you're looking for a sophisticated, easy to use solution for your squeezebox - 
then Vortexbox if really a no - brainer.”


